Do you enjoy community trails? Show your love of trails by visiting our website at bscomt.org and click the donate button to help us maintain and build our community trail system.
BASE includes:

- Gymnasium with year-round access to your favorite sports
- Fitness Center with state of the art cardio & strength equipment
- 2290 square feet of climbing wall & 14’ bouldering wall
- Access to fitness and wellness programs, classes and work shops
- Meeting and conference space available

BASE provides opportunities for locals and visitors to connect, recreate, and grow.

This inclusive and affordable space supports the physical, social, and emotional wellbeing of the Big Sky community.

**GIVE BACK TO THE TRAILS**
From our warm and welcoming community to our beautiful, accessible natural landscapes, Big Sky is where people find connection and inspiration. There’s something for everyone, and our work ensures Big Sky will always be a special place to live, work, and play.

We cannot do it without YOU! If you have enjoyed your outdoor experience, please consider making a tax-deductible donation to BSCO to keep trails open, safe, and accessible to all. Call 406-993-2112, visit our website at www.bsco.org/donate or email bsco@bsco.org. Thank you!

---

**FAT BIKE AIR PRESSURE TIPS**
for riding on a groomed surface

**MINIMUM 3.8 TIRE WIDTH**

**INCORRECT**
If you’re breaking through the surface of the trail and leaving ruts, slipping around corners or not getting traction, reduce your air pressure please.

**CORRECT**
Please take the time to adjust your air pressure. If you notice any of the above issues, adjust your air pressure by using the above ranges, please feel free to air down.

---

**SOFT GROOMED SURFACE AND BASE**

- Usually dry snow with no moisture or wet snow in above freezing temps
- 1-4* psi is a good range

Please take the time to adjust your air pressure if you notice any of the above issues. Adjust your air pressure by using the above ranges, please feel free to air down.

---

**BASE includes:**

- Gymnasium with year-round access to your favorite sports
- Fitness Center with state of the art cardio & strength equipment
- 2290 square feet of climbing wall & 14’ bouldering wall
- Access to fitness and wellness programs, classes and work shops
- Meeting and conference space available

**BASE provides opportunities for locals and visitors to connect, recreate, and grow.**

This inclusive and affordable space supports the physical, social, and emotional wellbeing of the Big Sky community.

---

**THE CROSS COUNTRY RESPONSIBILITY CODE**
When we ski, we are our best selves, whether we are speeding along, shuffling, or just learning to stay upright. Together, we can share the trail, ski safe, and make this a welcoming place for all.

**ski kind**

- Leave only tracks. Don’t leave trash or poop (your’s or your pup’s) near the trail.
- Bring your best self to the trail and spread the joy of skiing. Share your knowledge and help others.

**ski supportive**

- Give back to the trails you ski. Volunteer. Donate to local trail organizations, clubs and groomers.

**ski safe**

- Think of other trail users as yield signs. Before you pass others, slow down and announce yourself. Give space. Use extra caution on blind corners and downhill.

**ski inclusive**

- Share the trail with all speeds and abilities. Yield, slow down, and give a friendly hello to make everyone feel welcome.

---

**@ski_kind #skikind skikind.org**